March 16, 2020 — The College of Engineering extends its heartfelt congratulations to the 12 undergraduate students recognized at the Engineers Week Awards Banquet.

Each year the college recognizes four outstanding pre-professional students, four outstanding juniors and four outstanding seniors. In addition, one senior is recognized as the Outstanding Senior Scholar for the College of Engineering. The 2019 Outstanding Senior Scholar is Daniel Kade Derrick of the Department of Biological Engineering.

Derrick will advance to be a nominee in the university-wide Robins Award contest. The Robins Award Scholar of the Year is meant to recognize excellence in scholarship. College of Engineering students have won four Robins Scholar of the Year Awards since 2010.

Students

Outstanding Pre-Professionals
Tyler Jackson

James Mullen

Outstanding Juniors

Richard Beck

Cara Frishchkorn
Andrew Kjar

Joshua Ward

Outstanding Senior Scholars

Thomas Bradshaw

Daniel Kade Derrick
Emily Greenwood

Kathryn Margetts